
The class is different because we have an isn and we tape papers in journals 

Honestly math isn't that great. She uses worksheets and the "ISN" to teach new lessons. I guess it works 
for some but not for a lot of us. I dislike the way she teaches for math using worksheets. 

The way in which we organize our notes and notebooks and the activities we do to learn the different 
methods.  

She uses lots of resources and activities to help with memorization and participation. I feel I have a lot of 
study tools and that my ISN is a great source to prepare for tests, quizzes, etc. I feel like I have a better 
understanding of each math unit because of it compared to my past math classes. 

The main thing that makes this math class different is the fact that our creative side also comes out in the 
ISN aswell as our math skills. All my other math classes weren't as creative as this one. 

In this class we have to color and reflect in our isn which I feel is taking up time that we could be using to 
learn or do other activities. I think that we should learn from the book more and begin using our isn less. 
Other then that this class is just like all my other math classes and experiences. 

She is a nice and outgoing teacher who always helps her students 

We Have Many Interactive Games ReLated To Math. 

We have our own textbook which although sometimes feels like a scrapbook, is an easier study tool and 
we dont have to lug textbooks around. I do wish we followed the textbook more and ha ve in class 
lessons with checked hw. But overall, math class with her is fun and I feel independent.  

It's more hands on, which helps. It also is more of figuring things out by yourself.  

It has also lot more exercises and is more inclusive. It makes you do math without realizing it.  

This class is more visual than other math classes in the past. It activates both your right and left sides of 
your brain. Our activity's and lessons are organized and planned well. We know well in advance the 
important dates when things are due. She has good communication with the rest of the students and I 
with reminder 101. Many games are also played to help make math class fun. Overall, it's a good class. 

In This class we do a ISN which is something different, that I have never done. I feel as though the ISN is 
both a positive sometimes a negative. It is a positive is the fact that it is a better study tool and way to 
organize notes. It is a negative in the fact that sometimes the lesson aren't as clear as they are in the 
book, making it challenging to do homework at time.  
Another difference is the skill quizzes and I have also never experienced those. I like the skill quizzes 
because it gives you a chance to really understand that specific skill but also it can be a little more 
challenging compared to a regular quiz. 
A third difference is the teaching style or the way of learning. In previous classes, we have always done 
the lessons either on power points or from the book. In this class we do more worksheets, foldable, fill in 
the blank sheets, ect.  
Lastly, in This class we do warm-up worksheets everyday instead of just jumping into the lesson. I enjoy 
these because it gives me a chance to review and remember/refresh certain skills. These warm-ups 
usually provide a challenge as well, which is something fun! 
Overall, This class is different from my previous classes but it does have it's positive and is much more 
colorful! :) 

We have an ISN which is better then a notebook. We also do our math hw online which is more 
convienent. 

In this class we use the ISN (interactive student notebook). I have not used this or created anything like 
this. It is very helpful. Also things are graded differently. Now I have many tries to perfect things instead of 
getting just one try. We also do more activities that include moving around to keep us interested and 
teach us the information in a different way. 

One thing different in This class is that there are activities that help us learn the the concept or even 
review it, such as Dance Dance Transversal and Tranformation Golf. In other classes, such as last year, 
techonology was used in cool ways with Google Drive, but there weren't many activities other than the 
classic review game. Also, this was probably the first time I have used foldables for my notes. I don't think 
my notes have been as organized as it is right now in the ISN, and it makes notes very good for reviewing 
concepts. I also like how quiz re-takes are available almost any time, so your grade can improve. The 
same goes for MathXL, where we can correct our mistakes any time. This class is one of the most unique 
classes I have ever had, and I think the methods of teaching really help to understand the concept. 

we play games and make learning fun, we also get to choose our seats, which motivates me to work 



more with our table mates when needed; rather than just 3 random people 

i really liked coding and i like how we do hands on activities. i really didnt like the sub on friday because 
she didnt know much. that activity was confusing and i still dont get it. i enjoy these projects after the test 
math goes by really fast compared to other classes because were doing something fun. i enjoy things like 
dance dance traversal and the golf game  
 
 

She has a lot of helpful worksheets, and I like how we don't have to take notes! Her quizzes are nice 
because you can always redo them! Her class is just really chill and fun! 

The way she teachs with the ISN. Also how we do a lot of cutting and gluing. We don't use notebooks to 
take notes like other years and we use less technology than last year. 

We have covered more material in a shorter amount of time than my previous math classes. We have not 
watched many videos in this class. We do not have any ISN's in our other classes. 

This class is a bit different than other classes, especially last year's math class in that we do things a bit 
differently. The ISN, for example, is different-but I like it. It keeps me organized and in one place. Another 
thing are the Skill Assesments. Last year we had exit slips and quizzes. But I like still like Skill 
Assesments better because I can see exactly what I need to work on for the test. Also, This math classes 
in general are pretty fair: just like last year! Tests, SAs, ISN work and other HW is all pretty fair, which I 
think is great. Compared to other classes from both last year and this year, I'd say This class is pretty 
good! A great curriculum that they can learn and understand is really what a student looks for in a class, 
which I think she has accomplished.  

Pros: I like the collaboration and creative reviews in class; I also like how we are able to increase our 
scores on the skill assessments  
Cons: I would appreciate having you teach us more often in front of the class instead of having us do 
activities with our tables; also, the ISN, for me, does not feel like the best use of our time because after 
we complete a page, I usually don't use it again until we do the next page 

I like how we do the ISN pages, but I think that she goes a little too fast.  

This class is different because we don't directly learn from the textbook. The ISN is a new concept to me. 
I like the ISN because it lets me study in a visual way. Also, we do skill assessments instead of quizzes. I 
like this because if I don't do so well the first time I have more opportunities to get a better score. Lastly, 
MathXL is a really good way to do homework. It combines technology with homework making it more 
interesting. 

It's very different in a good way, the class is interesting and very lively. The class environment is fun but 
we can still learn. 
That is my opinion 

The ability to retake skill quizzes and to be able to use a sheet to visually know what skills need 
improving, (An Example: 3.5/4) 

I honestly think Math class is really fun with you as a teacher! I think that the math ISN journal is a great 
study tool for tests and quizzes. Also, I think that the chance we get to retake our weekly quizzes is a 
great way to improve on our mistakes without getting penalized! The worksheets and logic puzzles we get 
are really fun and challenging too! Overall, the only improvement I think that should be made is a little 
more teaching is required instead of only depending on worksheets. But otherwise, I'm so glad we get to 
dance and "play golf" in math class! 

We do a lot of group activities to get to learn and work with classmates  

She is very animated and tries very hard to engage us with fun activities including transformation golf and 
dance dance transversal. 

There is a lot of creativity involved in the way we learn lessons, and that helps to memorize the info 
better. The notes we take are also more organized. 

I think what makes This class different from other math classes is that we socialize a little more often 
because in other math classes we learned math very fasted pace and couldn't do that many recaps or ask 
table mates for reassurance. I also think that the group work is good because personally it helps me 
understand the topic more, because some of the other people in my group know certain topics better and 
I can learn it better.  



This class is different than other classes because we don't use a textbook. 

This classes have many interactive activities such as dance dance transversals and class activities that 
we use to learn new lessons. Her classes also teach us differently using warm ups and the interactive 
student notebook. Her classes are also different because many of our daily lessons involve cooperation 
as a group to be able to accomplish the goal of the activity. This teaching style often helps us more than 
simply being given notes and expected to understand the lesson. 

We get to cut and paste thingas in our isn which really helps to learn but it's kind if hard because it's 
mostly only that not ineteractive teaching and explaining 

I like this class because we are allowed to talk during we work. Other teachers say no talking while 
working. 

This class is different because it is more modern and I somewhat enjoy that. For example, communication 
for tomorrow's agenda is sent through technology and sometimes fun review games are made in very 
creative ways that can include technology that hasn't been used before. The only class I have ever had 
similar to this was the last semester of math in 7th grade, when BYOT was introduced. Also, another 
thing that is different in This class is the ISN. This is a good idea because it helps the student pay 
attention and actually create the study material, whereas before a student could get lost in the pages of 
textbooks. 

She lets us do our learning on our own, but still makes it fun.  

It's technologically challenging and very creative! 

She has a lot of interactive things than other classes I've had. We do a lot of things such as foldables, the 
ISN, and different notetaking strategies. Also, I feel that This method of using and retaking skill quizzes is 
good because I find the skill quizzes organized and really easy to study off of. One thing that I would like 
to improve would probably be to have more discussions and practice in class about our notes so that it's 
easier to understand the lesson of the day. Another improvement could be to make the notes simpler so 
that there is less time taken to write te notes than the actually learn and understand the lesson.  

The Isn is a unique idea  

Honestly, the ISN truly makes the entire class more involved in class. Before, kids used to simply take 
notes, not particularly comprehending what they were scribbling down. Now, kids do not have to take 
notes, giving them time to absorb the information presented in class, and interact with both the teacher 
and their peers to further improve their learning. 

The thing that is different from other classes is the use of the ISN. I am not really a fan of the ISN 
because I am not writing down the notes, so I am not processing the information given to me. I learn 
better when I am the one writing it down. 

This class is different because of our ISNs. We have a book that holds all of our learnt lessons and will 
continue to. Instead of reading just the textbook, we create our owe with different activities, and it's also 
fun! 

We get to have Interactive Student notebooks, which are much better than regular textbooks, or taking 
notes. Also we get handouts that catch our eyes making us learn better. 

We have the ISN which is actually very easy to study from. I like that we can redo our quizzes and 
homework. It helps us get a better grade. It shows us that you want us to do well and learn at the same 
time. 

We do activities instead of just sitting and learning and we are allowed to talk and work together on 
activities 

For 8th period math the difference to me would be who I sit next to. I didn't know them very well at first, 
but eventually I was able to connect, and we help each other out. Last year, we didn't get to meet new 
people. It was mostly the same all year. 

That we can make up quizzes and homework and it won't lower our grade at the end of the quarter 

This class is different because we are using many online tools which makes learning more interesting. 
The transversal golf was really cool, and the texting helps to make sure I dont forget homework. 

I think that this class is fun. We get to do more interactive stuff. In previous math classes we would do a 
lot of stuff from the book. Something that I don't find to great is that when im in your class it fells like we 
are either going to fast or too slow.  

HI  

Its different because we have a different learning stlye. We had units like 3.1 and 6.5 and now we don't 



have units labeled the same way. There is no textbook which kind of feels weird when learning. This class 
is very unique and creative.  

The ISN. Honestly, I am not a fan of the ISN at all. I think we should choose our seats, it would make 
class so much better. 

This class is different because we do more hands-on activities that involves things like foldables and 
cutting out interactive worksheets. We also use a lot of color to make things stand out. 

 


